8 Over Seeding by Helicopter—An innovative landscape contractor gives a personal account of his successful experience with a relatively new seeding method.

14 Why a Fertilizer Burns—Either soluble or slowly soluble nitrogen may be applied at any time with minimum risk if you understand the factors that contribute to burn.

18 Grading and Shaping for Erosion Control and Rapid Vegetative Establishment—F. W. Glover, USDA soil conservationist, explains how to manipulate soil and topography for rapid vegetation growth on surface mined lands.

30 Planning a Golf Course—Here is an explicit master plan for working with your architect to plan a new course or remodel your present one.

32 Cabling and Bracing Trees—Professional arborists often overlook this important service. Learn how to perform this relatively simple technique and how to sell it to your customers.

38 It’s a Jungle Out Here—A gigantic irrigation system at San Diego Wild Animal Park keeps the indigenous grasses and exotic plants thriving in a subtropical atmosphere.

ON THE COVER: Proper land manipulation can mean rapid vegetation for surface mined lands... see story on page 18.